SET THE WATER ON FIRE

EXPERIENCE
THE THRILL OF
JETSPRINT
Put yourself in the driving seat of a monster
100HP SuperThriller JetSprint
EXPERIENCE the SOUND, EXPERIENCE the SPRAY, EXPERIENCE the SPEED
EVENT EXPERIENCES Great entertainment for everyone from family day out to stag
and hen parties with packages available for corporates, team and club events. You choose.
HOW TO
FIND US:

Put yourself at the wheel of a feisty 100HP SuperThriller
	
JetSprint boat.

Testing teamwork, mental agility and driving skills, self-drive
	
SuperThriller JetSprint is a world first, adrenaline-rush adventure
that’s fun and exhilarating for everyone – even novices.
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Can you and your co-driver take on the clock and set a new lap
	
record to top the leader board around the twisting, customdesigned lake sprint circuit?
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The JetSprints are designed to be easy to drive, responsive
	
and demanding enough to thrill - but stable and safe if you spin out.

Take the Puhinui Road
exit off Auckland’s South
Western Motorway
towards the airport for
approximately 1 minute.
Turn left into Prices Road.
At the very end turn right
into Colin Dale Motorsport
Park and continue to our
free carpark and race
HQ on the right.
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CAR PARK

SUPERTHRILLER
HOT SPRINT

SUPERTHRILLER
TANDEM SPRINT

SUPERTHRILLER
TEAM CHALLENGE

A test of speed and accuracy rewarding
individual skill and mental agility.
	2 – 16 participants.
	Driver and co-driver take turns to drive the
circuit to compete for a top 10 spot on the
leader board.
	The individual with the fastest, error-free lap
time is the winner.

Each 2-person team must work in tandem to
help each other clock a combined best score for
speed and accuracy.
	2-person team event; 8-16 participants needed
for sprint contest.
	How you measure up against your competitors
depends on your ability to work as a driver
and co-driver racing crew to get around the
circuit fastest and without navigational errors.
	Personal best times of each driver (from
each of the laps) are combined to set a
tandem score.

Demands strategy, communications, observation
and coaching as each team must collaborate to
put forward and support its fastest driver and
co-driver crew to progress through the contest.
	4-person team event; 8, 12 or 16 participants
needed for a thrilling competition.
	Teams of 4 race against each other in the heats,
with the fastest driver in each team progressing
through to playoff and then the Final.
	Teamwork wins the day as each member
contributes pointers to improve the speed and
accuracy of the elected driver and co-driver
racing crew to win the competition.

Number of
laps pp

Price
pp

Duration

3 + 		
$165.00
practice lap		

25 mins - 2 people
2 hours - group of 16

5 + 		
$275.00
practice lap		
			

40 mins - 2 people
3 hours - group of 16

Number of
laps pp

Price
pp

Duration

5 (min) +
$275.00
practice lap		

2.0 hours - group of 8

			
			
			

3.5 hours - group of 16

Number of
laps pp

Price
pp

Duration

5 (min)+
$275.00
practice lap		

2.0 hours - group of 8

			

3.5 hours - group of 16

HOW TO BOOK:
Go to superthriller.co.nz and hit the BOOK NOW button
or Call us on 0800 JetSprint (0800 538777)
Open: Monday - Saturday from 10:30 a.m. Sunday - Talk to us about our club day

AUCKLAND

